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The purpose of this note is to explain the MATLAB code developed to solve an advection-
diffusion-reaction problem,
−κ∆u + a · ∇u + σu = f, (1)
with different Finite Element Methods: Standard Galerkin [7], Streamline Upwind/
Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) [6], Unsual Stabilized [8, 9] and Residual-Free Bubbles [3, 4, 5],
for both linear (P1) (see [1]) and quadratic (P2) (see [2]) triangular finite elements.
1 The mesh
We use TRIANGLE, an excellent 2-D mesh generator developed by Jonathan Richard
Shewchuk. Triangle is freely available on the Web at the address
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼quake/triangle.html
and from other sources of mathematical software.
The basic command syntax to generate a triangular mesh for linear finite elements, that
is, three nodes per triangle (vertices), is
triangle -paqI file.poly
and to generate a triangular mesh for quadratic finite elements with six nodes per triangle
(vertices and medium points of the edges) is
triangle -paqo2I file.poly
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where file.poly is the file where we can specify points, segments, holes, regional at-
tributes and area constraints.
Option -p reads the .poly file, -a imposes a maximum triangle area, -q adds points to
the mesh to ensure that no angles smaller than 20 degrees occur, -o2 generates second-
order elements with six nodes each, and -I overwrites the output files.
We enclose here an example of a .poly file. This example generates a triangular mesh
of a square domain (boundary segments 1–4) with a maximum triangle area of 0.005.
We use an internal segment (tract 5) to force an unstructured mesh. The marker on the
boundary tracts is used to enforce the boundary conditions.
# number of boundary points, dimension (2 is mandatory)
# number of attributes, number of boundary markers








# number of boundary segments, number of markers
5 1
#
# description of the boundary (but also of internal segments)
#
# tract 5 is used to force an unstructured mesh
#
# tract node1 node2 marker (>0 Dirichlet, <0 Neumann)
# --------------------------
1 1 2 1
2 2 3 1
3 3 4 1
4 4 1 1
5 5 6 0
#
# number of holes
0
# area contraint
# numbers of area constraints
1
# area constraint, point in the region, area of triangles in the region
#
1 0.1 0.1 0.005
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We obtain two output files, file.node and file.ele. The first line of the .node file
contains: the total number of nodes, the dimension (that is always 2), the number of at-
tributes, and the number of boundary markers (0 or 1). The remaining lines contain: the
number of the node, the x-coordinate, the y-coordinate, the attributes and the boundary








Figure 1: Nodes numbering for P2.
ber of nodes in each triangle (3 for P1 or 6 for P2), and the number of attributes. The
remaining lines contain: the number of triangle, the numbers of the nodes of the triangle,
and the attributes. The first three nodes are the vertices of the element, in counterclock-
wise order. The next three (if we use -o2 option) are the nodes opposite the first three,
respectively, as in Fig. 1. To summarize, the .ele file contains the connectivity matrix.
In our MATLAB code we use the following notation:
nele total number of elements,
nodi connectivity matrix, nele×3 for P1, nele×6 for P2,
xn x coordinates of nodes,
yn y coordinates of nodes,
icon boundary markers.
Let ϕk be the local basis function which is 1 on the node k and 0 on the other nodes.
Given a triangle of the mesh, we denote by λ1, λ2, λ3 the three barycentric coordinates.
Over each triangle K, the local basis functions for P1 finite element are the corresponding
barycentric coordinates, and for P2 finite element the local basis functions with nodes
numerated as in Fig. 1 are (see [7])
ϕ1 = λ1(2λ1 − 1)
ϕ2 = λ2(2λ2 − 1)





We enclose the MATLAB code for these functions.
function tphi = phi ( tipe, i , xx , yy , xv, yv )
% i -> phi_i
% [xx,yy] -> phi([xx,yy])
% xv,yv = x & y vertex coordinates
if tipe == 1
ni = next(i, 3);




elseif tipe == 2
if i == 4
tphi=4*phi(1, 2, xx, yy, xv, yv)*phi(1, 3, xx, yy, xv, yv);
elseif i == 5
tphi=4*phi(1, 1, xx, yy, xv, yv)*phi(1, 3, xx, yy, xv, yv);
elseif i == 6
tphi=4*phi(1, 1, xx, yy, xv, yv)*phi(1, 2, xx, yy, xv, yv);
else
temp = phi(1, i, xx, yy, xv, yv );
tphi = temp * (2 * temp -1);
end
end
2 The Standard Galerkin Finite Element Method
The bilinear form for the operator of equation (1) is as usual
a (u, v) = κ
∫
Ω
∇u · ∇v +
∫
Ω









The entries of the stiffness matrix A and of the right-hand-side vector b are given by
Aij = a (ϕj, ϕi) , bi = F (ϕi) (4)
where {ϕi, i = 1, . . . ,# of nodes} are the global basis functions of the given triangulation.
As usual, we have
a (ϕj, ϕi) =
∑
K
a (ϕj, ϕi)K (5)
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where
a (ϕj, ϕi)K = κ
∫
K
∇ϕj · ∇ϕi +
∫
K




so that a (ϕj, ϕi)K is non-zero if (and only if) i and j are nodes of the same triangle
K. We assume that a is piecewise-constant with respect to the triangulation and for
simplicity we will not indicate its dependence on K.
2.1 P1 finite elements
Let K be a triangle of the triangulation. We denote by V1, V2, V3 its vertices and by
e1,e2,e3 the (vector) edges, with ei opposite to Vi and oriented counterclockwise (see














Figure 2: The triangle K.
(AdiffP1 )kl = κ
∫
K
∇ϕl · ∇ϕk = κ
∫
K




(a · ∇ϕl)ϕk =
∫
K









for {k, l} = {1, 2, 3}. To simplify our presentation, we will give names to the edges






eTk,x = −ek,y, eTk,y = +ek,x (10)

















Figure 3: Again the triangle K.
of clarity, we will compute ∇λ1. Since the gradient gives the direction of the maximum
slope (uphill), we have






where |v| = (v2x + v2y)1/2 is the length of the vector v. Since ϕ1 is linear and has value 1
at e1 and zero at the other vertices, we have
|∇λ1| = 1/h1 (12)














Figure 4: The triangle K (last time).
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want now to get rid of h1. To this end, we observe that







so that from (12) we have
|∇λ1| = |e1|
2 |K| (15)












eTl · eTk = eTl · eTk |K| (and also = el · ek |K|) (18)
we have
(AdiffP1 )kl = κ
∫
K
∇λl · ∇λk = κ
4 |K| e
T
l · eTk . (19)




(a · ∇λl)λk = 1














|K| (independent of k). (21)










a · eTl (23)
The easiest way to compute the reactive term is using the following integration formula








(p + q + r + 2)!








if k = l
σ|K|
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if k = l
















% right hand side
f = ff(xb,yb);
% e(i) is a row vector = edge i
e = zeros(3,2);
for i=1:3











area = (-e(1,1)*e(3,2) + e(1,2)*e(3,1))/2;




% dot product (a , eT)

















% elementary matrix for diffusion P1
aediffP1 = kappa/(4*area) * etet’;







% elementary matrix for reaction P1
aereactP1 = sigma*area*[ 1/6 1/12 1/12
1/12 1/6 1/12
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1/12 1/12 1/6 ];
Finally, the right-hand side (bP1)k =
∫
K










(independent of k). (25)
In MATLAB form:
% elementary load vector P1
beP1 = (f * area / 3) * ones(3,1);
2.2 P2 finite elements
We have to compute
(AdiffP2 )kl = κ
∫
K














for {k, l} = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
To compute the stiffness matrix and the load vector for quadratic finite elements (P2) we
use the integration formula (24) and the results for linear finite elements (P1).
From the definition of the P2 basis functions we have:
∇ϕ1 = (4λ1 − 1)∇λ1
∇ϕ2 = (4λ2 − 1)∇λ2
∇ϕ3 = (4λ3 − 1)∇λ3
∇ϕ4 = 4(λ3∇λ2 + λ2∇λ3)
∇ϕ5 = 4(λ3∇λ1 + λ1∇λ3)
∇ϕ6 = 4(λ2∇λ1 + λ1∇λ2).
So we have, for instance,
(AdiffP2 )11 = κ
∫
K
∇ϕ1 · ∇ϕ1 = κ
∫
K












1 · eT1 . (30)




























































eT2 ·eT2+eT2 ·eT3+eT3 ·eT3 (eT1+eT2+eT3 )·
eT3
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SYM eT1 ·eT1+eT1 ·eT2+eT2 ·eT2

 (34)





(a · ∇ϕ1)ϕ1 =
∫
K






















2a · eT1 −a · eT2 −a · eT3−a · eT1 2a · eT2 −a · eT3





 −a · eT2 − a · eT3 −a · eT1 + 2a · eT3 −a · eT1 + 2a · eT2−a · eT2 + 2a · eT3 −a · eT1 − a · eT3 2a · eT1 − a · eT2





−a · eT1 3a · eT2 3a · eT33a · eT1 −a · eT2 3a · eT3






2(a · eT2 + a · eT3 ) 2a · eT1 + a · eT3 2a · eT1 + a · eT22a · eT2 + a · eT3 2(a · eT1 + a · eT3 ) a · eT1 + 2a · eT2
a · eT2 + 2a · eT3 a · eT1 + 2a · eT3 2(a · eT1 + a · eT2 )

 (41)




1/30 −1/180 −1/180 −1/45 0 0
1/30 1/180 0 1/45 0






We enclose the of MATLAB code that computes these matrices (recall the definition of
etet):










D12(2,1) = etet(2,3) / 3;
D12(3,1) = D12(2,1);
D12(1,2) = etet(1,3) / 3;
D12(3,2) = D12(1,2);
D12(1,3) = etet(1,2) / 3;
D12(2,3) = D12(1,3);
D22 = zeros(3,3);
D22(1,2) = ( etet(3,3) + etet(3,1) + etet(2,3) + 2 * etet(2,1) )/3;
D22(1,3) = ( etet(2,3) + etet(2,2) + etet(1,2) + 2 * etet(1,3) )/3;
D22(2,3) = ( etet(2,1) + etet(1,3) + etet(1,1) + 2 * etet(2,3) )/3;
D22 = D22 + D22’
D22(1,1) = 2 ( etet(2,2) + etet(2,3) + etet(3,3) )/3;
D22(2,2) = 2 ( etet(1,1) + etet(1,3) + etet(3,3) )/3;
D22(3,3) = 2 ( etet(2,2) + etet(1,2) + etet(1,1) )/3;
aediffP2 = (kappa/area) * [D11 D12
D12’ D22];





















aeconvP2(1,4) = -(aeT(3) + aeT(2))/30;
aeconvP2(2,4) = (2 * aeT(3) - aeT(2))/30;
aeconvP2(3,4) = (-aeT(3) + 2 * aeT(2))/30;
aeconvP2(1,5) = (2 * aeT(3) - aeT(1))/30;
aeconvP2(2,5) = -(aeT(3) + aeT(1))/30;
aeconvP2(3,5) = (- aeT(3) + 2 * aeT(1))/30;
aeconvP2(1,6) = (- aeT(1) + 2 * aeT(2))/30;
aeconvP2(2,6) = (2 * aeT(1) - aeT(2))/30;
aeconvP2(3,6) = -(aeT(1) + aeT(2))/30;
aeconvP2(4,4) = 4 * (aeT(3) + aeT(2))/15;
aeconvP2(5,4) = 2 * (2* aeT(2) + aeT(3))/15;
aeconvP2(6,4) = 2 * ( aeT(2) + 2 * aeT(3))/15;
aeconvP2(4,5) = 2 * (aeT(3) + 2 * aeT(1))/15;
aeconvP2(5,5) = 4 * (aeT(3) + aeT(1))/15;
aeconvP2(6,5) = 2 * (2 * aeT(3) + aeT(1))/15;
aeconvP2(4,6) = 2 * (2 * aeT(1) + aeT(2))/15;
aeconvP2(5,6) = 2 * (aeT(1) + 2 * aeT(2))/15;
aeconvP2(6,6) = 4 * (aeT(1) + aeT(2))/15;
% elementary matrix for reaction P2
aereactP2 = sigma * area * [1/30 -1/180 -1/180 -1/45 0 0
-1/180 1/30 -1/180 0 -1/45 0
-1/180 -1/180 1/30 0 0 -1/45
-1/45 0 0 8/45 4/45 4/45
0 -1/45 0 4/45 8/45 4/45
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0 0 -1/45 4/45 4/45 8/45];
Finally, the right-hand side (bP2)k =
∫
K











if k > 3
(43)
The corresponding MATLAB code is:
% elementary load vector P2
beP2 = zeros(6,1);
beP2(4:6) = f * area/3;
3 Streamline-Upwind Petrov/Galerkin Method
Now we describe how to write down the Streamline-Upwind Petrov/Galerkin method
[6], for linear finite elements. This kind of stabilization introduces a modification of the
stiffness matrix and of the load vector in the following way:






(−κ∆u + a · ∇u + σu) (κ∆v + a · ∇v) (44)
and






f (κ∆v + a · ∇v) (45)
The value of the stabilization parameter depends on the local character of the discretiza-
tion; more precisely, introducing a mesh Peclet number PeK =
|aK |hK
6κ
, τ SUPGK is defined





2|aK | if PeK ≥ 1,
h2K
12κ
if PeK < 1.
(46)
We analyze here only the linear case.
3.1 P1 finite elements
Since ∆u = 0 if u is a linear function, for linear elements we have to compute two
elementary matrices:





(a · ∇ϕl) (a · ∇ϕk) = τ SUPGK
∫
K
(a · ∇λl) (a · ∇λk) (47)
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and





σϕl (a · ∇ϕk) = τ SUPGK
∫
K
σλl (a · ∇λk) (48)
Hence, from equation (17) we have




4|K| (a · e
T
l ) (a · eTk) (49)





a · eTk = τ SUPGK σ (AconvP1 )T (50)
In MATLAB form (recall the definition of aeT)











aetaet(i,j) = aeT(i) * aeT(j);
end
end
aesupgP1 = tsupg * ( (1/(4*area)) * aetaet’ + sigma * aeconvP1’);
The right-hand-sides (bSUPGP1 )k is given by (assuming f constant on K)





f (a · ∇ϕk) = τ SUPGK
∫
K
f (a · ∇λk) = 1
2
τ SUPGK f (a · eTk) (51)
and in MATLAB
% load vector for SUPG
besupgP1 = tsupg * f * ( aeT/2 );
4 Unusual Stabilized Finite Element Method
The modification of the stiffness matrix and of the load vector that this kind of stabiliza-
tion method [8, 9] introduces is,






(−κ∆u + a · ∇u + σu) (κ∆v + a · ∇v − σv) (52)
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and






f (κ∆v + a · ∇v − σv) (53)
Let’s see the value of the stabilization parameter. We define hˆK as the length of the
longest segment parallel to aK and contained in K. Then,
τUSFEK =
hˆK






, P e3K =
σhˆK
4|aK | , (55)
ξ(s) =
{
1 , 0 ≤ s < 1,
s , s ≥ 1. (56)
We need to classify the position of each element related to the direction of a in order to
compute hˆK . There are three possibles cases as we can see in Fig. 5: one edge parallel












Figure 5: Triangle versus a.
This is the MATLAB code that classifies the triangles and computes ha= hˆK :











n_outflow = n_outflow + 1;
flow_tipe(i) = 1;
elseif an(i)<0





if ( n_parallel == 1 & n_inflow == 1 & n_outflow == 1 )
ip=find(flow_tipe == 0);
ha = ne(ip);
io = find(flow_tipe == 1);





elseif ( n_parallel == 0 & n_inflow == 2 & n_outflow == 1 )
io=find(flow_tipe == 1);




V = B + tt*(A-B);
Q = [xv(io),yv(io)];
ha = norm( V-Q );
elseif ( n_parallel == 0 & n_inflow == 1 & n_outflow == 2 )
ii=find(flow_tipe == -1);






Q = A + tt*(B-A);
ha = norm( Q-V );
end
% Coefficient for USFE




pe1 = 6 * kappa/( sigma * ha * ha );
end
pe3 = sigma * ha/( 4 * na );
tusfe = ha /( na + sigma * ha * fxi(pe1) + na * fxi(pe3) );
The intersection function computes the intersection of the straight line parallel to a
passing through a vertex with the opposite edge.
We analyze the linear case.
4.1 P1 finite elements
As ∆u = 0 because u is a linear function, we have to compute





(a · ∇ϕl) (a · ∇ϕk) = τUSFEK
∫
K
(a · ∇λl) (a · ∇λk) , (57)





(a · ∇ϕl) (−σϕk) = τUSFEK
∫
K
(a · ∇λl) (−σλk) , (58)





σϕl (a · ∇ϕk) = τUSFEK
∫
K
σλl (a · ∇λk) , (59)





σϕl (−σϕk) = τUSFEK
∫
K
σλl (−σλk) . (60)
Hence, as in SUPG,




4|K| (a · e
T
l ) (a · eTk) , (61)
(A2USFEP1 )kl = −τUSFEK σ (AconvP1 ) , (62)






(A4USFEP1 )kl = −τUSFEK σ2 (AreacP1 ) . (64)
In MATLAB form (recall the definition of aeTaeT)
% elementary matrix for USFE
aeusfeP1 = tusfe * ((1/(4*area)) * aetaet’ +...
sigma * (aeconvP1’-aeconvP1-aereactP1));
The right-hand-side (bUSFEP1 )k is given by (assuming f constant on K)

















and in MATLAB it reads
% load vector for USFE
beusfemP1 = tusfem * f * ( aeT/2 - (sigma * area / 3) * ones(3,1));
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5 Residual-Free Bubbles Method
The expression of the Residual-Free Bubbles method used for programming depend on
the value of σ (see [3, 4, 5, 1, 2]). If σ = 0, the bilinear form is
aRFB(u, v) = κ(∇u,∇v) + (a · ∇u, v) +
∑
K





u− E v a · n, (66)








[1− E] v a · n, (67)
where x− is the coordinate at the inflow boundary ∂K− obtained by passing a line





that if x ∈ ∂K−, x− ≡ x and E(x) ≡ 1.
a
xx-
Figure 6: Definition of x−.
Instead, if σ = 0, the bilinear form is
aRFB(u, v) = κ(∇u,∇v) + (a · ∇u, v) +
∑
K





u− v a · n, (68)







|a|2a · (x− x
−)v a · n. (69)





























[1− E]ϕk a · n if σ = 0,∫
∂K+
f
|a|2a · (x− x−)ϕk a · n if σ = 0.
(71)
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So there are only two new terms to compute, A1RFB and bRFB. We can write A1RFB as
the sum of the integral over the inflow boundary ∂K− (where x− ≡ x and E(x) ≡ 1)










ϕ−l E ϕk a · n︸ ︷︷ ︸
parameter
. (72)
We can compute the integral over the inflow boundary ∂K− in an exact way,∫
∂K−








For linear finite elements, as the basis functions are the barycentric coordinates, we can






(p + q + r + 1)!






0 0 00 1/3 1/6
0 1/6 1/3

 , MP1(2) = 1|eT2 |



















0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2/15 −1/30 1/15 0 0
0 −1/30 2/15 1/15 0 0
0 1/15 1/15 8/15 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0








2/15 0 −1/30 0 1/15 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
−1/30 0 2/15 0 1/15 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1/15 0 1/15 0 8/15 0









2/15 −1/30 0 0 0 1/15
−1/30 2/15 0 0 0 1/15
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1/15 1/15 0 0 0 8/15

 .
We still have to compute the integrals over the outflow edges, that can be done exactly
using an appropriate parametrization. Even if we have to take into account the position of
the triangle with respect to the direction of a, with the following choice of parametrization
all cases can be reduced to the same general expression.∫
∂K+





[1− E]ϕk a · n,∫
∂K+
f
|a|2a · (x− x
−)ϕk a · n.
We denote by A, B, Q and V the four points indicated in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9,





Figure 7: Case 1.
depending on the position of the triangle with respect to the direction of a. The MATLAB
code that computes these points is the same that computes ha in section 4.
If we parametrize AV (resp. BV ) with s ∈ [0, 1] going from A to B (resp. from B to V ),
then
1








As ϕ−l and ϕk are linear (P1) or product of two linear functions (P2), we can write them
easily in the new variable s. For the linear case we have
ϕ−l (x) = ϕ
−
l (0)− (ϕ−l (1)− ϕ−l (0))s = ϕl(A)− (ϕl(Q)− ϕl(A))s = c11 + c12s


















Figure 9: Case 3.
for the segment AV , and similarly for the segment BV . For the quadratic case, depending
on each basis function, after the parametrization, we have
ϕ−l (x) = c11 + c12s + c13s
2
ϕk(x) = c21 + c22s + c23s
3.
Hence, as ∂K+ = AV ∪BV , for the linear case∫
∂K+
ϕ−l E ϕk a · n =
∫
AV
ϕ−l E ϕk a · n +
∫
BV
ϕ−l E ϕk a · n =




−σha|a| s[c21 + c22s]ds




















[1− E]ϕk a · n =







|a| s][c21 + c22s]ds











|a|2a · (x− x




|a|2a · (x− x





|a|2a · (x− x
−)ϕk a · n =











|a|s[c21 + c22s]ds (80)
For case 1, B = V so the second term doesn’t exist (see Fig. 7). For case 3, we remark
that n|AV = n|BV , (see Fig. 7). So finally, we only have to compute simple integrals of
this kind: ∫ 1
0
[c11 + c12s][1− ens][c21 + c22s]ds∫ 1
0




And similarly for quadratic finite elements∫ 1
0
[c11 + c12s + c13s
2][1− ens][c21 + c22s + c23s2]ds∫ 1
0
[1− ens][c21 + c22s + c23s2]ds∫ 1
0
s[c21 + c22s + c23s
2]ds
(82)
We enclose the MATLAB code that computes these quantities for linear and quadratic
finite elements (see Appendix): function coef_C computes the coefficients cij, and func-
tions int_exact and int_exact_f compute these integrals exactly. Hence the MATLAB
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code that computes the elementary stiffness matrix and elementary load vector for the
linear case is
% elementary residual free bubbles matrix P1
aerfbP1 = zeros(3,3);
if method == ’rfb ’
for i=1:3
for j=1:3


















% elementary residual free bubbles vector P1
berfbP1 = zeros(3,1);
if method == ’rfb ’
for i=1:3
if ( n_parallel == 1 & n_inflow == 1 & n_outflow == 1 )
berfbP1(i) = int_exact_f(1,A,V,ha,an_edge,na,sigma,f,xv,yv,i);
elseif ( n_parallel == 0 & n_inflow == 2 & n_outflow == 1 )
berfbP1(i) = int_exact_f(1,A,V,ha,an_edge,na,sigma,f,xv,yv,i)+...
int_exact_f(1, B, V, ha, an_edge, na, sigma, f, xv, yv, i);







For quadratic finite elements, the only difference in the code is the loop size, 6 instead of
3, and the function type, 2 instead of 1.
6 Assembling and boundary conditions
To obtain the final stiffness matrix and load vector we need to assemble all the elementary
matrix and elementary vector computed for each element. For instance, the MATLAB
code for assembling the stiffness matrix and load vector for the Standard Galerkin Method
and linear finite elements, would be









% assembling load vector, Standard Galerkin, P1
for i=1:3
ia = nodi(iele,i);
bP1(ia) = bP1(ia) + beP1(i);
end
We still need to incorporate the Dirichlet conditions, changing the corresponding equa-
tions and unknowns of the system. In our MATLAB code it would be
% boundary condition
for inod=1:nnod






Finally we find the MATLAB code for linear finite elements in
fem_adr_P1.m




The basic MATLAB function to represent graphically the solution is patch. The code
patch(X,Y,Z,C) adds the ”patch” or filled 3-D polygon defined by vectors X Y and Z
to the current axes. C specifies the color of the face(s) (”flat” coloring), or the vertices
(”interpolated” coloring), for which bilinear interpolation is used to determine the interior
color of the polygon. If C is a vector of the same length, it specifies the color of each
vertex as indices into the colormap and bilinear interpolation is used to determine the
interior color of the polygon (”interpolated” shading).
There is also the function trisurf much easier but draw each triangle of the mesh with
the same color.
We enclose here the basic MATLAB code for these two functions
for iele = 1:nele
patch(...
[xn(nodi(iele,1)) xn(nodi(iele,2)) xn(nodi(iele,3)) xn(nodi(iele,1))],...
[yn(nodi(iele,1)) yn(nodi(iele,2)) yn(nodi(iele,3)) yn(nodi(iele,1))],...
[sol(nodi(iele,1)) sol(nodi(iele,2)) sol(nodi(iele,3)) sol(nodi(iele,1))],...








The heads of the MATLAB functions that define the physics of the problem are
function kappa = fkappa( x, y )
function sigma = fsigma( x, y )
function [ax, ay] = fconvect( x, y )
function f = ff( x, y )
function bv = dirichlet( x, y )
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We have also other MATLAB functions that are the same for all the methods,
function ne = next( e , order )
function pe = past( e , order )
function t = intersection( ax, ay, xv, yv, nedge )
function tphi = phi ( tipe, i , xx , yy , xv, yv )
function txi = fxi ( s )
function [C1,C2,C3] = coef_C(tipe, indice , ABx , ABy , QVx, QVy, xv, yv)
function integral = int_exact(tipe, AB, V, Q, ha, an_edge, na,...
sigma, xv, yv, i_phi, j_phi)
function integral = int_exact_f(tipe, AB, V, ha, an_edge, na,...
sigma, f, xv, yv, j_phi)
We enclose here the MATLAB code of some of these functions.
function ne = next( e , order )
% next vertix number (counter clock)
% order = total number of vertex
ne = mod( e+1 , order );
if ne == 0
ne = order;
end
function pe = past( e , order )
% past vertex number (counter clock)
% order = total number of vertex
pe = mod( e-1+tipe, order );
if pe == 0
pe = order;
end
function t = intersection( ax, ay, xv, yv, nedge )
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% intersection parametric point
% nedge edge with line from the opposite vertex
% and direction of (ax,ay)
v = next(nedge , 3);
nv = next( v , 3 );
pv = past( v , 3 );
t = det([xv(pv)-xv(v) ax; yv(pv)-yv(v) ay])/...
det([xv(nv)-xv(v) ax; yv(nv)-yv(v) ay]);
if ( t<=0 | t>=1 )
disp(’error in intersection’);
end
function [C1,C2,C3] = coef_C(tipe, index , ABx , ABy , QVx, QVy, xv, yv)
% basis functions parametrization
% tipe = 1 (P1) 2 (P2)
% index = index basis functions
% AB, QV reference points
% xv, yv, triangle vertex
if tipe ==1
C1 = phi(1, index , ABx , ABy , xv, yv );




a = phi(1, index , ABx , ABy , xv, yv );





if index == 4
index1=2;index2=3;
elseif index == 5
index1=1;index2=3;
elseif index == 6
index1=1;index2=2;
end
a1 = phi(1, index1 , ABx , ABy , xv, yv );
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b1 = phi(1, index1 , QVx , QVy , xv, yv ) - a1;
a2 = phi(1, index2 , ABx , ABy , xv, yv );







function integral = int_exact(tipe, AB, V, Q, ha, an_edge, na,...
sigma, xv, yv, i_phi, j_phi)
% AB, V, Q -> integration points
% ha -> length of longest segment parallel to convection
% bn_edge -> convective vector . out normal | edge
% nbeta -> convective vector norm
% xv, yv -> vertices coordinates
% i_phi, j_phi -> numbers of basis funtions
% tipe = 1 for P1, 2 for p2
nedge_out=norm(V-AB); if tipe == 1
[c11,c12,c13] = coef_C_bis(tipe,i_phi,AB(1),AB(2),Q(1),Q(2),xv,yv);
[c21,c22,c23] = coef_C_bis(tipe,j_phi,AB(1),AB(2),V(1),V(2),xv,yv);













if (sigma == 0)


















function integral = int_exact_f(tipe, AB, V, ha, an_edge, na,...
sigma, f, xv, yv, j_phi)
% AB, V -> integration limits
% ha -> length of longest segment parallel to convection
% bn_edge -> convective vector . out normal | edge
% nbeta -> convective vector norm
% xv, yv -> vertices coordinates
% j_phi -> number of basis funtion
% tipe = 1 for P1, 2 for p2
nedge_out=norm(V-AB);
if tipe == 1
[c21,c22,c23] = coef_C_bis(tipe,j_phi,AB(1),AB(2),V(1),V(2),xv,yv);
if (sigma == 0)
integral = nedge_out*an_edge*f*ha*(c21/2+c22/3)/na;
else
n = sigma * ha / na;










n=sigma * ha / na;







% mmP1(i,j,k) = phi_i * phi_j * a.n_k over inflow edge
m1P1 = -aeT(1) * [0 0 0; 0 1/3 1/6; 0 1/6 1/3];MMP1(:,:,1) = m1P1;
m2P1 = -aeT(2) * [1/3 0 1/6; 0 0 0; 1/6 0 1/3];MMP1(:,:,2) = m2P1;
m3P1 = -aeT(3) * [1/3 1/6 0; 1/6 1/3 0; 0 0 0];MMP1(:,:,3) = m3P1;
% mmP2(i,j,k) = phi_i * phi_j * a.n_k over inflow edge
m1P2 = -aeT(1) * [0 0 0 0 0 0;0 2/15 -1/30 1/15 0 0;...
0 -1/30 2/15 1/15 0 0;0 1/15 1/15 8/15 0 0;...
0 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0 0];MMP2(:,:,1) = m1P2;
m2P2 = -aeT(2) * [2/15 0 -1/30 0 1/15 0;0 0 0 0 0 0;...
-1/30 0 2/15 0 1/15 0;0 0 0 0 0 0;...
1/15 0 1/15 0 8/15 0;0 0 0 0 0 0];MMP2(:,:,2) = m2P2;
m3P2 = -aeT(3) * [2/15 -1/30 0 0 0 1/15;...
-1/30 2/15 0 0 0 1/15;0 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0 0;...
0 0 0 0 0 0;1/15 1/15 0 0 0 8/15];MMP2(:,:,3) = m3P2;
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